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New York – The Drawing Center will present FIVE (The Drawing Center), a multimedia performance that highlights the art of vogue, a dance form characterized by angular and linear body movements and the assumption of a series of rigid poses inspired by the stylized poses of high fashion models on the catwalk and in the pages of magazines. As Newsome’s work illuminates, it also evokes a number of qualities long associated with the medium of drawing: the latter’s emphasis on repeated gestures; its mapping of time and space.

For FIVE (The Drawing Center), New York-based vogue dancers and musicians, including renowned opera singer Stefanos Koroneoss and distinguished vogue commentator Kevin Jz Prodigy, will perform and be conducted by Newsome. The artist challenges the ephemeral nature of live performance by employing a specially designed motion-tracking software (that traces flashes of color in real time), translating the dancers’ dexterous gestures into colorful linear abstractions that will appear on his laptop during the performance via live video feed and subsequently be printed as works on paper. In addition to the evening performance, The Drawing Center’s presentation will feature video documentation from FIVE (ARTHK), originally performed at the 2012 Hong Kong International Art Fair, as well as five multi-colored drawings from that performance. Produced by Joanna Kleinberg Romanow, Assistant Curator.

ABOUT RASHAAD NEWSOME
Rashaad Newsome (b. 1979, New Orleans, Louisiana) earned his BFA from Tulane University in New Orleans in 2001. He has had numerous solo exhibitions at institutions such as The New Orleans Museum of Art, LA (2013), The Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, Hartford, CT

PUBLIC PROGRAM
Thursday, March 6 at 6:30pm
Performance of FIVE (The Drawing Center), Main Gallery
The event is free, but an RSVP is required. Please email info@drawingcenter.org.

PUBLICATION
To accompany FIVE (The Drawing Center), The Drawing Center will produce an edition in the Drawing Papers series that will include an introduction by Joanna Kleinberg Romanow and an essay by Evan Garza, an independent curator and co-founder and Assistant Director of Fire Island Artist Residency, as well as a selection of color images from the artist’s previous performances and drawings produced from those performances.

CREDITS
Rashaad Newsome: FIVE (The Drawing Center) is made possible through the generous support of the Robert Rauschenberg Foundation’s Artistic Innovation and Collaboration Program, which supports risk-taking and innovative collaborations in the spirit of Robert Rauschenberg.

ABOUT THE DRAWING CENTER
The Drawing Center is the only not-for-profit fine arts institution in the country to focus solely on the exhibition of drawings, both historical and contemporary. It was established in 1977 to provide opportunities for emerging and under-recognized artists; to demonstrate the significance and diversity of drawings throughout history; and to stimulate public dialogue on issues of art and culture.

HOURS & ACCESSIBILITY
Gallery hours are Wednesday-Sunday 12pm–6pm, Thursday, 12pm–8pm.
Tickets: $5 Adults, $3 Students and seniors, Children under 12 are free, and free admission Thursdays 6-8pm.

The Drawing Center is wheelchair accessible.

FACEBOOK: The Drawing Center
TWITTER: twitter.com/drawingcenter
TUMBLR: the-drawing-center.tumblr.com
AT THE DRAWING CENTER

Ferran Adrià: Notes on Creativity Through February 28, 2014
Deborah Grant: Christ You Know It Ain’t Easy!! Through February 28, 2014
Rashaad Newsome: FIVE (The Drawing Center) March 6–11, 2014
Open Sessions March 6–23, 2014
Len Lye: Motion Sketch April 16–June 15, 2014
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Rashaad Newsome, *Untitled*, 2012. Inkjet print generated from the performance *Five (ARTHK)*.